Cordyline australis
Ti kouka – Cabbage tree
Family: Asparagaceae Sub family: Lomandroideae
Love to dance

Honouring the wisdom of the feminine (1)

Anger and angst about things not being
right; things not being good enough

Sense of hopelessness & despair;
that they will never be heard,
never achieve, never loose the
weight, etc., never be equal

Trees
Forsaken
Yearning
Loss

Breaking through boundaries into
something better; then a joyful calm

Del. Alone; <<<<
Del. will not survive alone
Vulnerable

Sens. breaking
glass, Torn apart,
Squeezed

Trees
Duality; Sens. double

Shame
Inequality
As if coming from a different racial
group or social group or
parent/child, man/women in a way
that prohibits or inhibits integration

Feel criticized;
looked down on

Squeezing out or slipping into
another existence, not totally
engaging in this world; getting out
of the pain of this existence

Masquerade as something
they are not

Trees: Restless, Workaholic
Sense of being hurried, rushing around
and nothing changing, fruitless
endeavour; not enough time
Time passes too quickly

Never coming to the end of task
Not getting on with new projects
Procrastination or lethargy about
tasks to be done

Love to dance and
show off but even then
they can be criticized.

Sens. Glass;
breaking
Fear of penetration

Sens. isolation
Sens. torn from things; no
connection with the past
when meeting old friend

Weeping

Suicidal despair;
Feel I could tear away and die

Agitation anger at slight cause;
wants to tear things apart
Anger surging
Ailments from trifles

Brittle
Fragile
Frail

Fearless when
excluded

Sens. of a boundary around them
stopping them feel what they want to
feel, or achieve what they want to
achieve or able to progress to the next
stage in their life

Trees
Sens. floating
Drug like state
and euphoria

Floating sens.
Sens. as if brain
swimming

Peace calmness when not holding
onto things (life, jobs, relationships)
Calmness under pressure

Confident, robust, forthright
Break through in relationship
after confrontation

Ambition; Work, Productivity, Money, Social status
Affected by sudden failure
See ambition as silly
Betrayed by a colleague

Dreams: he is alone, of children, family, of dead
people, death, falling, prophetic, injustice, freedom,
money; being poor, houses; moving house, legs
breaking, trees, water, swimming

Generals
Open air; Open space amel.
One-sided
Fasting agg.; Food, drinks, chocolate amel.
Des. fat, rich food which agg.
Del. arms do not belong to her
Sensation lump in stomach
Pressure agg.
Lips sore on waking
Metallic taste
Sneezing
Smells cabbage
Injuries; blows, falls, bruises
Neck: sens. pulsation on sides
Appetite increased
Sens. of weight on chest; SAI lungs torn apart;
Squeezed with two hands
Conscious of body; internal organs
Conscious of heart beat
Heart region: sens. pressing of a blunt instrument
Awkwardness
Perspiration offensive
Discharges offensive
Sleepless from thoughts
Waking after midnight; 4 a.m., from fasting
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Sensations: Blunt, Arrested, Urgency,
Accelerated, Surge, umbness
Physicals:
Coming off Steroids
Broken bones
Repairing torn ligaments
Drawing relationships, family or career
through into a better place
Gingivitis
Breathing difficult; rattling
Abdomen: sens. swelling; of liver
Involuntary urination
Male sterility
Cough suffocative; tight
Skin: eruptions, cracks, boils
Polypi
Female:
Shooting pain; Right nipple
Pain Left breast; morning
Stimulates breast milk
Helpful in IVF. Thrush. Leucorrhoea
Male:
Infertility. Thrush

Spiteful
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